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Adaptive Foveal Sensor for Target Tracking
Ya Xue and Darryl Morrell

Abstract— We present a target tracker based on an adap-
tive foveal sensor; the tracker is implemented using parti-
cle filters. A foveal sensor’s field of view includes a high-
sensitivity “foveal” region surrounded by a lower sensitiv-
ity region. The location and acuity of the foveal region are
adaptively adjusted, using the estimated target position and
spread of particles. A Gaussian resampling method reduces
the adverse effects of occasional large observation errors.
Monte Carlo simulations show that this foveal sensor with
adaptive acuity always outperforms a fixed acuity sensor;
also, the particle filter (with a sufficient number of particles)
outperforms previous Kalman filter-based implementations
of the non-adaptive foveal sensor.

Keywords— Adaptive filter, foveal sensor, particle filter,
sampling importance resampling.

I. Introduction

One source of inspiration in the development of attentive
sensors is the study of biological sensory systems which
have the ability to adaptively tune focus center and dis-
tance[1]. Much effort has been expended to emulate the
function of natural sensors in applications of automatic
tracking, pattern recognition, image processing and robot
vision.

In this work, we present a target tracking algorithm
based on a foveal sensor. A foveal sensor has a high-acuity
foveal region surrounded by regions with much lower acu-
ity; the location and acuity of the foveal region are adap-
tively set to collect observations from which a target ob-
ject’s state can be estimated. The use of a foveal sensor
in target tracking has been investigated in recent years[2],
[3]. In this previous work, the foveal region of the sensor is
centered on the predicted target state. Several different al-
gorithms were applied to estimate the target state from
the observations collected by the sensor; all algorithms
were Kalman filter based and required data preprocessing
and/or approximations to the observation function of the
foveal sensor.

In this paper, we investigate the performance of the
foveal sensor using a particle filter (a Bayesian, non-linear
Monte Carlo estimation algorithm) to perform state esti-
mation. Our goal is to develop an optimal or good subop-
timal algorithm which can adaptively adjust both location
and acuity of the foveal region. Monte Carlo simulations of
our particle filter algorithm show that adapting the acuity
of the foveal sensor leads to improved performance, and
that using the particle filter also leads to improved perfor-
mance compared to Kalman filter implementations.
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II. Problem Formulation

Let Xk be a real-valued random vector, representing the
target state at time k. The target is free to move in n
dimensions, where n may be one, two or three. For each
dimension, the target state consists of a position and a
velocity. Thus, the components of Xk can be grouped into
two n × 1 sub-vectors of positions and velocities, denoted
by Pk and Vk respectively:

Xk =
[

Pk

Vk

]
.

In this paper, our focus is on the characteristics of the adap-
tive forveal sensor and we investigate only one dimensional
motion. We are currently extending this work to targets
moving in two and three dimensions.

The target state evolution is modeled by a linear sys-
tem driven by white Gaussian noise; this system dynamics
model was also used in [2]:

Xk+1 = AXk + bUk, (1)

where A is an 2n× 2n matrix, b is a 2n-dimensional vector
and Uk is a scalar Gaussian noise process with mean zero
and variance Q. This dynamics model is Markov and char-
acterized by the conditional density p (xk+1|xk), which can
be derived from (1).

At each discrete time, the foveal sensor is configured by
setting the center of the foveal region and the gain within
the foveal region; a real-valued observation Yk is then ob-
tained by the sensor. This observation is thus a function of
the target position Pk, observation noise Wk, and the two
foveal sensor control parameters dk and ck. The parameter
dk specifies the location of the center of the foveal region,
and ck determines the acuity of the sensor within the foveal
region. Mathematically, the observation generated by the
foveal sensor is

Yk = h(Xk, dk, ck) + Wk (2)

where h is a real-valued continuous function and Wk is
a white additive noise sequence that is independent of the
target state; for this paper, Wk is Gaussian with mean zero
and variance R.

The function h is chosen to model the characteristics of
foveal vision. An example of such a function, which we use
in this paper, is

h(x, d, c) = arctan c(gT x− d), (3)

where g is a vector that maps the system state to a one
dimensional value which can be observed by the foveal sen-
sor. In this paper, g selects the target position. In the
following, we denote s = gT x. The conditional density of



Y given X, d, and c is denoted by p(y|x, d, c). For a given
function h, this density is obtained from (2) as

p(y|x, d, c) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

{
−y − h(x, d, c)

2σ2

}
.

III. Particle Filter

Given the densities p (xk+1|xk) and p (yk|xk, dk, ck), one
can formulate a recursive Bayesian estimator of the target
state sequence given the observation sequence. [4] provides
a development of the recursion, as well as a description
of optimal and sub-optimal implementations for particular
cases. These implementations include particle filters, the
Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter, and grid-based fil-
ters; in this paper, we use particle filters to implement the
target state estimator.

Sequential Monte Carlo (MC) filters have been devel-
oped over the past decade. The sequential MC approach
is known as particle filtering or bootstrap filtering. It im-
plements an asymptotically optimal Bayesian filter to es-
timate the state of a system from a sequence of observa-
tions by using a set of random samples with associated
weights. The system dynamics and observation models can
be non-linear, and the process and observation noise can
be non-Gaussian. The particle filter is appropriate for the
foveal sensor because of the non-linearity of the observation
model. Particle filtering is described in detail in [4] and [5].

In this paper, we discuss only the specific particle filter
algorithm used in our work; it is taken from [4]. In this
algorithm, the posterior density p(xk−1|y1:k−1) is approx-
imated by a set of particles (random samples) {xi

k−1, i =
1, . . . , Ns} and associated weights {ωi

k−1, i = 1, . . . , Ns}.
At each time epoch, the particles are drawn from a pro-
posal distribution q

(
xi

k|xi
k−1

)
= p

(
xi

k|xi
k−1

)
. These parti-

cles approximate the predicted state density p (xk|y1:k−1);
they are used to configure the foveal sensor as described
in Section IV. After an observation yk is obtained, the
weights are updated using

ωi
k ∝ ωi−1

k p(yk|xi
k, dk). (4)

Resampling may be used eliminate particles with low
weights. The posterior density of Xk is approximated as

p(xk|y1:k) ≈
Ns∑
i=1

ωi
kδ(xk − xi

k).

The system state estimate is the conditional mean of the
posterior density, which is computed approximately using
the particles and weights:

x̂k = E [Xk|y1:k] ≈
Ns∑
i=1

ωi
kxi

k. (5)

A pseudo-code description of this recursive algorithm is
given in Table I.

• For i = 1 : Ns

· Draw xi
k ∼ q(xi

k|xi
k−1)

• Obtain an observation value yk

• For i = 1 : Ns

· Update the weights ωi by (4)
• Estimate the system state by (5)
• Resample if needed (see section V)

TABLE I

Recursive Particle Filter Algorithm
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Fig. 1. Observation function h(s) = arctan c(s− d).

IV. Adaptive Foveal Sensor

In previous work[2], [3], the foveal sensor was configured
by adjusting the center of the foveal region while the gain
in the foveal region was fixed; the foveal region was cen-
tered at the predicted observation value. We denote this
approach as the fixed acuity foveal sensor. We have ex-
tended this work by adaptively adjusting the gain in the
foveal region as well as centering the foveal region. We
denote our approach as the adaptive acuity foveal sensor.

The foveal sensor is highly sensitive when the true target
position, projected onto the observation space, is close to
the center of the foveal region. Figure 1 illustrates the
foveal region; for values of s close to d, the observation
function is quasi-linear with slope determined by c.

We define the foveal region of the sensor to be the re-
gion where the slope of the observation function is above a
threshold γ. The width of the foveal region is determined
by the gain ck; a high gain (acuity) leads to a narrow foveal
region. Intuitively, we desire that the foveal region extend
over the region of likely target observations. The particle
filter, because it provides an approximation to the poste-
rior density, provides the information necessary to adapt
ck to achieve this goal. In particular, we set ck so that
the foveal region includes a given percentage of particles,
denoted by 1− α.

Figure 2 shows an example of the empirical cumula-
tive distribution function F (·) of the samples si

k = gT xi
k,

i = 1, . . . , Ns. Denote the 1 − α percentile value of sk

as sk,1−α; in other words, F (sk,1−α) = 1 − α. Given the
slope threshold γ and the center dk of the foveal region,
we find the instantaneous foveal region gain ĉk by setting
the derivative of the observation function (3) evaluated at
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Fig. 2. Empirical cumulative distribution function F (sk).
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Fig. 3. An example sequence of foveal regions and target estimates.
The bars show the extent of the foveal region.

sk,1−α equal to the threshold γ:

∂h(s, dk, ĉk)
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=sk,1−α

= γ.

We then solve for the instantaneous sensor gain ĉk, which
is the real valued solution of

γ(sk,1−α − dk)ĉ2
k − ĉk + γ = 0. (6)

In order to reduce the effect of significant errors caused
by occasional large measurement noise values, we adjust
the foveal sensor gain using a decaying moving average fil-
ter. The instantaneous gain is computed using (6) then
combined with the previous acuity; the weighting factor
ξ, 0 < ξ < 1, determines the amount by which previous
values are decreased:

ck = ξĉk + (1− ξ)ck−1.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the foveal region, the true target
position, and the estimated target position as a function

sk

Foveal Region 
Without Gaussian 
Resampling

Foveal Region With 
Gaussian Resampling

True Target 
Position

Fig. 4. Spreading of the empirical distribution of samples by Gaus-
sian resampling.

of time1. We clearly see how the adaptive foveal sensor
adjusts its observation center and acuity to track the target.
The width of the foveal region shrinks rapidly after a few
observations are obtained. Subsequent variations in width
occur as the tracker responds to errors in the estimated
state.

V. Gaussian Resampling Method

While characterizing the performance of the foveal sensor
with very small observation noise variances, it was noticed
that occasional large observation errors caused the tracker
to lose track. The cause for this is the following. When the
observation noise variance is small, the observation den-
sity is sharply peaked about the observation. When an
occasional large observation error occurs, a very small per-
centage of the particles have weights significantly larger
than zero; the effective size of the sample population is
very small. As a consequence, after resampling, all of the
particle locations take one of a few values when using the
resampling algorithm in [4]. This leads to computation of a
very narrow effective region. This is illustrated in Figure 4;
the distribution of the particles is too narrow to include the
true target position, and the tracker looses track.

We considered two approaches to address this problem.
The first is to design an importance function which biases
the particles to be in the vicinity of the observation. This
is not attractive for our application, since the center and
width of the foveal region are set using the particles before
an observation is made. The second approach is to adopt a
resampling method that increases the diversity of particle
locations. We take the second approach in our work and use
a simple Gaussian resampling algorithm. This algorithm
is similar to that discussed in [5]. Figure 4 illustrates the
idea of our resampling approach: the particle distribution is
approximated by a Gaussian distribution with an increased
variance, and samples are drawn from this distribution.

The approximate mean and covariance of the system
state Xk conditioned on y1 through yk is computed from

1Flash animations illustrating the adjustment of the foveal region
and illustrating the operation of the particle filter are available on
the web page http://www.eas.asu.edu/∼yxue1
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the particles:

µXk
=

Ns∑
i=1

ωi
kxi

k

ΣXk
=

Ns∑
i=1

ωi
k(xi

k − µXk
)(xi

k − µXk
)T .

We then approximate the posterior density of Xk as a
Gaussian distribution with mean µXk

and covariance ρΣXk
,

where ρ ≥ 1 is a expanding factor. To resample, new sam-
ples are taken from the Gaussian distribution

xi
k ∼ N(µXk

, ρΣXk
), i = 1, . . . , Ns.

Increasing ρ reduces the problem of small effective sample
sizes at the cost of increased variance in the estimate. Thus,
the choice of a good value for ρ depends on the specific
system model and observation noise variance.

VI. Simulation Results

The performance of this adaptive foveal sensor has been
evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations. In these simula-
tions, we compare the performance of the adaptive acuity
sensor and the particle filter, the fixed acuity sensor and
the particle filter, and the fixed acuity sensor and a Kalman
filter based estimator developed in previous work[2], [3].
These simulations use a state dynamics matrix

A =
[

0.75 0.2
−0.2 0.75

]
.

Figure 5 shows the relative performance of these three
algorithms. Each point on each curve in Figure 5 is a pair
of driving noise and process noise variances that result in
a unity average steady-state estimation error. Better per-
formance is indicated by points that are higher and to the
right of other points. M is the number of particles used in
the particle filter.

Our simulation results show that the adaptive acuity sen-
sor outperforms the fixed acuity sensor. Additionally, with
a sufficient number of particles, the fixed acuity particle
filter performs as well as the best Kalman Filter based
estimator. The particle filter performance depends on
the number of particles, particularly when the observation
noise covariance is small. For small observation noise co-
variances, increasing the number of particles improves the
particle filter performance at the cost of increased process-
ing time.

A more detailed comparison of the fixed acuity sensor
and the variable acuity sensor was also conducted. The
system dynamic matrix was

A =
[

1 2
0 1

]
.

These dynamics model one-dimensional motion with an
interval of two seconds between observations. The pro-
cess and observation noises were Gaussian white noise with
variances Q = 0.05 and R = 0.02. The initial state was
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Fig. 6. Average squared error in the estimate of Pk as a function of
k for the adaptive gain and fixed gain sensors.

Gaussian with mean zero and variance one for both state
components.

The average squared error in the estimate of the posi-
tion Pk is shown in Figure 6 as a function of k for the
adaptive acuity sensor and for three fixed acuity sensors.
The fixed acuity sensors have gains of 0.25, 1.00, and 4.00.
The squared error is averaged over 2,500 simulation runs.
The adaptive acuity sensor performed better than any of
the fixed acuity sensors. The tracker using the low-gain
fixed-acuity sensor converges quickly but to a large average
error. The tracker using the high-gain fixed acuity sensor
converges slowly since the tracker searches for the target
using a very narrow foveal region.

VII. Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed an adaptive algorithm to control the
foveal sensor by adjusting both location and acuity of the
foveal region. Monte Carlo simulations of our tracking al-
gorithm have showed that adapting the acuity of the foveal
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sensor leads to improved performance, and that using the
particle filter also leads to improved performance compared
to Kalman filter implementations.

There are two important areas for future work. First,
our approach to configuring the sensor is heuristic and has
no guarantee of optimality. While our simulation results
show good performance, derivation of the optimal config-
uration strategy would provide a conclusive performance
evaluation. Second, the tracker performance in a low ob-
servation noise environment could be improved. The use of
the Gaussian resampling method has led to improved re-
sults compared to the standard resampling methods. How-
ever, in Figure 5 there is a peak in the performance of the
particle filter based trackers, and increasing the number
of samples or applying the Gaussian resampling method
moves the peak to the left but does not eliminate it; the
performance on the left side of the peak decreases as the ob-
servation noise variance decreases. Possible approaches to
this problem would be to use a better importance distribu-
tion or the “likelihood” filter[4]. However these approaches
would require two sampling operations: once before the ob-
servation is obtained (to configure the foveal sensor), and
once after the observation is obtained. This is an area of
on-going research.
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